QUALITY TEACHING MOBILITY

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

ONLINE CONFERENCE & WORKSHOP

1st October 2020

Registration available on this link
Deadline of registration: 24th September 2020
9:30 - 9:45  Welcome
Prof. Luciano Saso, President, UNICA

9:45 - 10:20 Keynote speech on the State of Play of Teaching Mobility in Europe
Q&A

10:20 - 10:40 Introduction to the Teach with Erasmus+ project

10:40 - 10:45 Break

10:45 - 11:40 Session 1
The Research and Quality & Impact tool for Teaching Mobility Assessment (introduction and interactive testing 30')
Interactive brainstorming on draft policy recommendations about teaching mobility in Europe today (25')

11:40 - 12:00 Break

11:55 - 12:00 5 minutes guided office exercises for better focus and back relief

12:00 - 12:35 Session 2.
How to further improve the quality of Teaching Mobility?
- Introduction to the Pedagogical methodologies database (10')
- Presenting the Erasmus+ Teaching Mobility Platform and Interactive testing the platform (25')

New pathways for Teaching Mobility – Presentation and interactive panel discussion

13:35 - 13:45 Conclusions